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Clear Corporate Enrollment
How it Works

Get Clear and fly through airport security in mere minutes.

Clear lanes are easily identified by the illuminated blue Clear display cubes.

Here, Clear members present their Clear cards and boarding passes to one of our Clear attendants.

After inserting their cards into the Clear kiosk and verifying their biometric information, members are escorted to the front of the designated Clear lane.

Clear members must still pass through a metal detector and X-ray, but without having to face the long lines.
To help speed the process up even further, Clear attendants are available to help Clear members place personal items in the bins, and to help them gather their belongings after going through the checkpoint. This alone helps Clear members speed through security by as much as 30%.

**Related Questions**

What is a Clear lane?

What ID is required to use the Clear lane?

If I am a Clear member and my child is not, can we use the lane together?

**Find the Clear Enrollment Kiosk Center Nearest You:**

Visit our Clear Enrollment Kiosk Center page to find locations and times.

**Reasons to Join**

- Save time
- Eliminate unpredictability
- Unparalleled customer service
- Guaranteed refund - cancel anytime

**Special Offers**

There are lots of ways to get Clear for a lot less.

- [Family Discounts >](#)
- [Multiple Year Discounts >](#)
- [Partner Offers >](#)
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